[Mabch 1, 1875. general plan of all the wards is irucli the same. The floors are either of asphalt, tiles, or concrete, and. the walls are well tarred to a height of six feet from the ground. Chinamen are extremely dirty in their personal habits, and the wards have to he flooded and well scoured daily. Ventilation is effected by ample entrance apertures on a level with the floor, and a ridge roof for the escape of foul air, The sleeping arrangements in the older wards consist of one long wooden bed, extending the whole length of the ward, sloping slightly from the centre to each side like a double school desk, on which the patients sleep side by side in two rows?a very bad plan, as it tends to overcrowding, and the patients huddle together even when the ward is not full. New beds are, however, being supplied. They are simple in the extreme, and would be admirably adapted for Indian hospitals. 
